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The Annual Regimental Dinner for 2012
will be held in the Blue Barracks at Old Fort
York, on Saturday March 24th. Details such
as cost, time, and menu will follow ASAP.
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Thornhill Parade and the amount we
receive is dependent on our attendance.
Insurance with the NFA is $15.95 per
member. Membership with the British
Brigade is $1.00 per soldier.
Membership with the Brigade of the
American Revolution is paid for by the
officers and NCO's only. The dues for 2012
will be as follows:
$25.00 per soldier
$24.00 per distaff
$15.00 per child.
The balance of the dues will go to the
regimental account for the purchase of necessary equipment.

Y orker D ues

C h an g es In C o m m and

The regiment is always in need of money
in order to buy the necessary kit, such as
leather, canteens, hats, muskets and all of
the other accoutrements that are needed
to field members with the proper kit. Our
only source of income at this time is the

Major Alan Joyner has decided to move
back into the ranks of the Royal Yorkers.
Allan has been Major and 2IC of the 1st
Battalion since 2006, and has been a member of the Yorkers since June 4, 1977. Allan’s
decision is due to his increasing workload

11 Origin of Yorker Cap Design
11	Jim Gooding: Author, Publisher
& Historian
11 Links

C o m i n g

E v e n t s

feb 15
Winter Drill – Ft York Armoury
mar 21
Winter Drill – Ft York Armoury
mar 24
Yorker Field Day & Regimental Dinner,
Fort York
april 21
(Tentative)
Yorker Field Day & Pub Night, Kingston
june 16-17
Black Creek & Brigade School
jun 30-jul 1
Flight of the Royal George 1812, Bath
jul 14-15
Johnson Hall, Cricket Match & Market Days
aug 4-5
Gelston Castle, NY (U.S. All Up Event)
aug 11-12
Fort Niagara, NY - Soldiers of the Revolution
sept 8-9
Fort Ticonderoga, NY
sept 15
Thornhill Parade
sept 15-16
Fort #4, Charleston, NH
sept 22-23
Fort Michilimacknac, MI
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and his commitment to his family, which
impacts is free time to attend events.
Captain David Moore has been promoted to the rank of Major 1st Battalion.
He has accepted the appointment as
Battalion Second-In-Command, but will
also continue to command Duncan’s Coy.
David has soldiered with the Yorkers since
February 24, 1980, and his experience and
knowledge will be of benefit to everyone.
Lt. Colonel Reg James

F l i g h t of t h e

Royal George
1812- 2012

T

he Fairfield Gutzeit Society, The St.
Lawrence War of 1812 Bicentennial
Alliance and the Canadian Fencibles are
hosting the 200th Anniversary of the Flight
of The Royal George this coming June 29th,
30th & July 1st in Bath / Kingston, Ontario.
Member of the King’s Royal Yorkers and
member units of the Northern Brigade are
invited to particpate in the three day event.
Those currently not a member of an 1812
Unit can come as boat crew or Canadian
Militia. To register email Captain David
Moore at dgmoore11@gmail.com or myself
at canadianfencible@hotmail.com .
More information at:
www.flightoftheroyalgeorge.ca

www.celebrate1812.ca
www.villageofbath.com/fairfield-gutzeit-society.html.

Sjt Dave Smith

St. Lawrence War of 1812
You’re InvIted to A

BIcentennIAl SIgnAture event

“flight of the

Royal geoRge”

2012 - June 29th, 30th, July 1st & 2nd in Bath & Kingston, Ontario
Some of the highlightS include:
FrIdAY

June 29

• 1812 Period Encampments at Fairfield-Gutzeit House
c.1796 & the 1811 Academy in Bath, Massassaga
Battery (Kingston Marine Museum) and Point Henry
(Fort Henry) featuring the 44th Regiment of Foot from
Britain - Set up on June 28th, 2012
• Education Day/War of 1812 Artifacts on display
Children’s Muster/Period Music

Three Tall Ships,
Seven Gunboats,
5 British/Canadian
Regiments & 3
American Regiments
already confirmed!
For more information contact:
David Smith, Canadian Fencibles
canadianfencible@hotmail.com
Hosted by:
- St. lawrence War of 1812
Bicentennial Alliance
- Canadian Fencibles
- Fairfield-Gutzeit Society
- St. lawrence Parks Commission

www.celebrate1812.com

SAturdAY

June 30

• Re-enactment of the American attack on the Village
of Ernesttown (Bath) & the burning of the Schooner
“Two Brothers”
• British Batteries (Spectator Viewing Areas) at the
Bluffs (Amherst Island), Howell’s Windmill (Lennox
Generating Station/OPG Park), Finkle Park &
Fairfield-Gutzeit House in Bath
• Saturday evening Pig Roast
• Evening Naval Engagement on the Bay in Bath

SundAY

July 1

• Re-enactment of the American attack on Kingston
British Batteries (Spectator Viewing Areas) at William
Fairfield House (Amherstview), Herkimer’s Nose
(Lemoine’s Point ), Massassaga Point (Kingston
Marine Museum), Point Frederick (RMC) and Point
Henry (Fort Henry)
• Breakfast provided Saturday & Sunday morning
• Canada Day Parade in Bath

Bounty paid for Artillery, Boats & Men at Arms.
All participating units by invitation only.

Winter Training – A New Approach

A

t the Annual Yorker Officer &
NCO Meeting in January there was
a lot of discussion on the topic of Winter
Training. All agreed that it needs to happen. However, the consensus is that it may
be necessary to change the way we do it. In
years gone by, the Fort York Armoury was
a central location for most Yorkers. Today,
this is no longer the case. As a result, the
numbers attending the Monthly Winter
Drill Nights have dwindled, making it
very difficult to practice the battalion and
company drill that is so important for us
as a regiment. At the same time, there are
new recruits in the Toronto area who need
an opportunity to get instruction in basic
Foot & Arms Drill, making the drills at the
Armoury a worthwhile activity. So, this year
a slightly different approach will be taken to
address our changing needs.
We will continue the Fort York Armoury
Drill Nights on the third Wednesday of the
month on January 18, February 15 and March
21 (8:00 pm to 10:00 pm). The Wednesday
Night Drills for April and May will be cancelled. For the three Wednesday Night Drills
the emphasis will be on new recruit training,
but all who can attend are encouraged to do
so. The January 18 Drill took place as planned,
and we had a good turnout of officers, NCO’s
and privates from all Yorker Companies, plus
some Queen’s Rangers and CSM.

At the end of winter we are going to have
two Saturday Regimental Field Days, one
in Toronto and one in Kingston. Although
we are still in the process of nailing down
the details, it is expected that the first one
will be at Historic Fort York on the same
day as the Yorker Party (Saturday, March
24). We will probably start the Field Day
portion of the day at 12:00 noon. If the
weather is good, we will drill outside on
the Fort parade ground. The drill will be in
uniform, so that we contribute to the Fort’s
public program for the day. If the weather is
not good, we hope to have access to the Fort
York Armoury, which will allow us to move
inside. The Yorker Party will follow in Fort
York’s Blue Barracks starting at 5 pm.
The second Regimental Field Day will
take place on April 21 in Kingston. Again,
we will get underway at noon, and the day
will end with a stop at a local pub for a bite
to eat and a pint.
We are optimistic that this approach will
give us more quality drill time with a larger
number of guys in attendance. It is hoped
that members from both East and West will
plan to attend both Saturdays, rather than
just the one in your local area. Everyone is
encouraged to support this new training
initiative.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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The Serjeant Major’s Corner

Forwa r d t o t h e R ig h t For m
So here’s the scenario…

A

Company of 50 guys is moving
along a narrow wooded path in
Indian File. Suddenly, from the thick foliage, a volley of musket fire pours into them
from the right side. The alert NCO quickly
shouts out, “Company, to the RIGHT
FORM…TO TREE.” The files (file leader
and file follower) scramble into an extended
line facing to the right, taking advantage of
whatever cover they can find.
		10 8 6 4
		 9 7 5 3

2
1

Front

Do you think there might be a complaint
from the ranks, “Excuse me Serjeant, but
we’re clubbed”. The comment would be right
of course, because the action taken placed the
right marker on the left of the line and the
files reversed. Despite this, the troops would
probably be reasonably happy. Within seconds they were put in a position where they
could limit their exposure to enemy fire, take
cover and begin to return fire.
How about the Captain of the Company?

R

Is he thinking, “Oh my Gawd, what would
the Colonel think. We’re going into battle
clubbed”. Not a chance. The response time
of his Company was good. The casualties
are minimal, the troops are already returning fire, and they’re in a good position to
push ahead to clear the woods to their front.
In fact, forming to the right in this
manner is exactly what is described in the
“Discipline Established by Major General
Howe for Light Infantry in Battalion,
1774”. It says, “If [forming] to the Right
when marching to the Right the Files run
up and face to the Right, the order of Files
and Companys will then be reversed, what
was before the left Company will become
the Right.”
At the end of the action the Company
reforms on the path (with the Marker
on the Right) and continues its march in
Indian Files. Later in the day the Company
marches into camp and the Serjeant gives
the command, “Company will form line to
the right… FORWARD to the RIGHT
FORM.” Howe’s Light Infantry Manual
says, “When marching by the Right, the
leading File turns to the Right; the other
Files form upon the Left of the first file,
and so in successive order, until the whole

is formed.” In other words, the Right
Marker’s file changes front to the right and
halts. All the other files go behind the Right
Marker’s file and fall into their proper place
in the line. The Company is not clubbed.
2 4 6 8 10 12
1 3 5 7 9 10
Take note NCO’s, both commands are
correct. The first command (“To the Right
Form”) forms the Company immediately
to the right. It’s fast, efficient and gets the
troops into a fighting formation in the most
expeditious manner. The second command
(“Forward to the Right Form”) takes more
time, but preserves the structure of the
Company (i.e. not clubbed). Both commands have their place in your tool kit of
maneuvres and should be instructed to your
Companies.
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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Parts and Manufacturing of the Musket.

R

T

he musket is the most iconic material
element of our hobby. It is important
to have more than a passing understanding
of the parts of the mustket, but please be
warned. Many parts have multiple names.
Parts have names that change over time,
over geography, and due to the fact that in
many instances – gun smithing is a cottage
industry.
The first reference for names is from A
Plan of Discipline for the Use of the Norfolk
Militia which was published in 1768 by
William Windham and the Viscount
George Townshead. It has the benefits of
being contemporary to our time period,
considered an authority in its day, and is
available on GoogleBooks. Two more references are Small Arms of the British Forces in
America 1664-1815 by De Witt Bailey and
The Military Arms of Canada published by
the Upper Canada Historical Arms Society.
The musket can be identified in its three
component parts: Lock, Stock, and Barrel.
The method used by the English Board of
Ordinance (the Ordinance System) was
to hold examples of the required Gun in a
“Pattern Room” and allow sub-contractors
to access the pattern and create their own
measurements. The Board of Ordinance
also employed a system of inspections and
checks to ensure quality.
The purpose of the lock is to smash a

Parts of the Lock

piece of flint into a hardened piece of steel in
order to create sparks, which fall into a pan
of black powder and ignite the charge in the
barrel. Such charge (also black powder) then
expands rapidly as gas, forcing a projectile
out of the barrel and towards a rebel.
The Lock was manufactured in a number
of specific sub-components in and around
the two gunsmithing centers of England;
London or Birmingham. The first part is
the lockplate. The lockplate was manufactured by heating up a bar of metal and
then hammering a “jigger” or die onto it in
order to cut the general shape of the plate.
The resulting blank was then finished by
hammering and filing. Similar techniques
were used for the major elements of the lock
(cock, hammer, etc.). Screws and springs are
manufactured by other specialist trades.
The lockplate acts as the spine that holds
everything about the lock in place. The centrepiece of the lock upon which all of the
action takes place is the tumbler. The tumbler is held in place by the bridle and is acted
on by the mainspring, whose tumbler hook
rests on the tumbler pawl. The mainspring
commits pressure to the tumbler pawl forcing it downwards, imparting a rotational
force to the tumbler. This rotational force is
transferred to the Cock on the other side of
the lockplate, driving it forward. The cock
holds the flint within its vice jaws under

Parts of the Mainspring
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pressure of the cock screw. The flint impacts
the hammer and scores the hardened steel
into sparks. The same action presses the
hammer forward as it rotates on the hammer screw, opening the pan and allowing
sparks to ignite the pan charge or prime.
The charge travels through the barrel vent
hole and into the barrel. Pressure on the
hammer is required to provide resistance to
the flint and as well to keep the pan closed
(and the powder protected). This pressure
is provided by the feather spring secured to
the lockplate by the feather spring screw.
Controlling the action of the tumbler is the
responsibility of the sear. The sear is held
by one of the bridle screws. It functions
by restricting movement of the tumbler by
catching one of the two tumbler cams (half
cock and full cock) when the cock is manually pulled back. The action of the trigger
disconnects the sear from the tumbler
allowing rotation under the impetus of the
main spring. The half cock cam is cut into
the tumbler deeper than the full cock ensuring that the trigger action cannot function
when the lock is in the half cock position.
The components of the lock were fitted
by a lock filer who finished, shaped, and
assembled all of the parts. A lock polisher
would then clean and polish the lock, as
well as tap the screw holes and fit the sidenails (lock screws). Finally, the lock was
engraved and hardened. The lock was then
transferred to the Tower of London for final
inspection and acceptance. Prior to 1764,
the tail of the lockplate could have been
engraved with the name of the lock maker
(e.g. GRICE) if the lock maker did the final
engraving and hardening, or with TOWER
if the Tower staff did the final work. After

Trigger Mechanism
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1764, all locks were transferred to the tower
in a soft state with the Tower staff engraving TOWER and hardening the pieces.
The gun barrel was hand forged from
iron. A barrel forger would use hammer and
tongs to heat up a bar of iron to the correct
width and thickness. He would then use
a mandrel (an insert of the correct inner
diameter of the barrel) and fold the metal
around it longitudinally. Then he would
hammer weld the seam creating a tube. A
barrel borer would then ream the inner surface of the barrel smooth, thread one end to
accept the breech plug, drill out the hole for
the screw in the breech plug tang, and drill
the vent hole. The barrel then went through
the hands of the barrel grinder to reduce
the barrel to the correct size and shape, and
then to the barrel filer who would finish the
barrel, and then braze on the bayonet lug
(noted as a sight in the diagram) and the
barrel loops, which would be pinned to hold
the barrel to the Stock.
Gun Barrels were inspected most often
on the premises of the manufacturer by the
crown. This was known as “Viewing” and
about 10% of barrels were rejected. During
viewing, gauges were used to ensure that the
barrel was the right size and that the loops
and lug were firmly attached. If deemed
acceptable, the gun was then sent to the
proofing house for final tests. Proofing
required that each barrel was fired while
filled with an overlarge ball (.751) and a
double measure of powder. After being
fired, the barrel was left for two days so that
any flaws would be more noticeable due to
rusting. If still deemed acceptable, they were
then stamped with a proof mark (pair of
crossed sceptres under a crown), a Board of

Ordinance ownership mark (Broad Arrow
with GR), and after burnishing and polishing, a final inspector’s mark of a crown over
the inspector’s number. There were two
proofing houses, one in London and one in
Birmingham which is still standing today.
The Stock was made from good English
walnut. Normally, only the central heartwood would be used. The stocks would be
roughed out. This entailed rough shaping,
rough fitting of barrel and lock, and boring out the rammer channel. From 1729
to 1769, this was handled by just one firm;
Richard Waller of Mansell St. in London.
Acceptance testing included checking
against gauges, examining for imperfections
and dropping. The brass work or furniture
that would be attached to the stock consisted of the Butt plate, the thumb plate,
the side piece, trigger guard, and rammer
pipes. These pieces were pieced out to general foundries. The stock tip or nose cap was
added in the 1750s. Small work such as cutting wire for pins and the trigger was pieced
out as well.
The final operation was known as Setting
Up and was done at the Tower of London.
From 1758 until 1777, a London Gunsmith
named John Hirst had the primary contract for doing all of this work. Setting up
required the use of trades such as “setter up”
or assembler, gun finisher, furniture polisher,
gunstock finisher, and stainer/varnisher. This
step was tightly controlled by the Board
of Ordinance. After several inspections at
various stages, the manufactured gun was
considered acceptable for stores.
Sjt Matt Liness
Grenadier Coy

Parts of the Stock
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– Video Drill Manual –
…Come smartly to the Recover,
by springing the Firelock straight up
with the left Hand, turning the Barrel
inwards to the proper Height of the
Recover; at the same Time that the left
Hand springs the Firelock, the right
Hand is raised briskly from the right
Side, and seizes the Firelock across the
Breast; as it rises below the Cock, the
left Hand comes with a quick Motion
from the Butt, and seizes the Firelock
strong above the Lock, the little Finger
of the left Hand at the Spring….
Blah, blah, blah!

O

h my, did you get all that. There is
something about the written word,
particularly the 18th century written word,
that is tough to follow. Reading a Drill
Manual is like watching paint dry, at the
best of times. But it’s the only tool we have
to understand how to perform Foot &
Arms movements… That is until now!
Last summer, while standing in the company street with Graham Lindsey, Mike
Putnam and Chris Armstrong, the comment was made, “Wouldn’t it be great if
there was a video that showed how to do
drill movements.” There was that moment
of realization that we were standing with
exactly the right group of guys to make it



happen. And so here we are, six months
later, the script has been written, the video
and audio has been recorded, the graphics have been prepared, and the editing of
the finished product is well on it’s way to
completion.
If you’re sitting at your computer right
now reading the Courant, take a minute to minimize this document and go to
http://royalyorkers.ca . Click on the new item
on the menu list called “Drill Manual”, and
there you have it, the first group of video
drill demonstrations to be imbedded on the
Yorker website. Each clip will give you a
detailed description of the drill movement,
broken down into its parts. And there is
more to come. When all is done, there will
be about 20 videos covering all aspects of
our foot and arms drill, including firing.
This is one of those things that you
can look at, say “that’s nice”, and never
look at it again. Or you can say, “It’s time
to get my musket out and put some effort
into improving my drill.” Here’s some
suggestions:
• Play one video through several times, taking note of the details: where your hands
should be, how to position your feet, the
angle of the musket, etc.
• Try doing the drill yourself along with
the video. Work on getting the moves

right, and doing them sharply and crisply.
Make the musket crack when you hit it
with your hand.
• Repeat it until you have mastered the
moves.
• Move on to the next video and repeat the
process.
Eventually we would like to put the set of
demonstrations into a DVD format, so that
you can watch them on that big, flat-screen
TV you got for Christmas. Hey, you can
even whip up some popcorn and watch it on
Saturday night with your wife/girlfriend.
There are a few people who deserve
some thanks for this project. Sjt Mike
Putnam (2nd Batt) performed all the drill
demonstrations. His experience as a soldier at Fort George, Fort Henry and Fort
York is evident as he performs the drill.
Chris Armstrong put together the graphics, which helped to create a very nice
visual impression. But most of all, thanks to
Graham Lindsey, who used his equipment
and expertise to shoot the videos and edit
them into a finished product. He has spent
many hours on this project and has demonstrated a lot of enthusiasm for the task,
recognizing the potential benefit it can have
for the regiment. Now the rest is up to you.
use it!!
Sjt Mjr Dave Putnam
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 King’s Men at Mackinac 
Karen Dittrick passed along this information
from “King’s Men at Mackinac - The British
Garrisons, 1780-1796” by B L Dunnigan.
“

O

ccasionally individual
soldiers would be sent off on special
duty to posts that were not garrisoned by
their regiment and in the summer of 1783
the returns of the 1st Battalion, KRRNY
show a sergeant of that unit on detached
duty to Fort Mackinac. What this duty was
is unclear, but the request for the services
of this man was made to Brigadier General
von Specht at Montreal in October 1782.
The request was for a man who had been
on that duty before and he was probably a
courier of some sort.”
“…The King’s Royal Regiment of New
York was an American Loyalist unit that

had been raised by Sir John Johnson in
Western New York at the beginning of
the American Revolution. The individuals

of this unit who went on this special duty
to Fort Mackinac were the only Loyalist
troops to serve there during the Revolution.
By 1783 the KRRNY wore uniforms like
those of the regulars and their red coats
were faced in dark blue. A sergeant of that
unit would have worn plain white lace
around his button holes, which were possibly arranged in pairs. An existing portrait
of an officer of the regiment and an original
officer’s coat have the lace arranged in pairs,
but this does not necessarily mean that the
lace of the non-commissioned officers and
men were similarly arranged. Enclosed
within a wreath of the pewter buttons of
this unit was the KRR New York.”
So there you have, Fort Mackinac is
another original Yorker site.



“All that her Sex would permit her to do...

Loyali Women
and their Claims

D ur i n g T h e A m er i can R evo l ut i on

K

athleen Manneke provided the
following excerpt from a thesis written by Marcelle R. Wilson, Youngstown
State University, June 1996.
[p. 41f ] Miss Margaret Francis Hill filed a
claim for her lost property, which amounted
to 567 pounds and 5 pence.5 Miss Hill
was a native of England and ventured
to America in May, 1776, to be a housekeeper for Colonel Guy Johnson. Miss Hill

was loyal to both England and to Colonel
Johnson, and due to this loyalty, suffered
greatly. Colonel Johnson and his brother
Sir John Johnson were fiercely hated by the
rebels. The Johnson’s had ignited Indian
unrest, which led to fierce battles between
the Indians and rebels. Miss Hill was taken
into the custody of rebel forces on two separate occasions and they “...treated her with
every degree of Barbarity, hardship and
indignity...” one could imagine.6 The rebels
kept Miss Hill in a cold, dark cell for three

long months over the winter, and kept her
in an unclothed state and deprived her of
any and all comforts and necessities. Miss
Hill’s persecution continued even after
her release from prison. The rebels repeatedly demanded that Margaret Francis Hill
kill her employer and his brother. They
attempted to bribe her and when that did
not work, they increased their vexation.
Miss Hill finally fled, fearing increased and
more wicked treatment and possibly her
own death.			

[ Februa ry, 12 ]

While traveling to Quebec on a private
ship full of refugees, an American privateer
seized the vessel Hill was traveling on. The
rebels purloined what possessions she had
remaining. They gave her one option. She
could regain her personal belongings on
the condition that she murder one or both
of the Johnson brothers. Once more, she
refused and was left penniless. Miss Hill
eventually made her way to England and
filed for her losses, which included money,
clothing and a few pieces of furniture worth
approximately 567 pounds.7 She provided
certificates from Lord Rawdon, Colonel
Guy Johnson and Dr. Morris, who attested
to her bravery and steadfast resistance to
rebel entreaties. Miss Hill’s actions were
bold and strong, especially when faced with
repeated threats and harassment. Even during her long and harsh imprisonment, Miss
Hill remained faithful. Her brief claim of
lost items indicates her extreme poverty,
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which made her continuous rebuffs of rebel
bribes all the more admirable.
The Public Records of Great Britain,
Series 1. American Loyalist Claims
1776-1831.
Exchequer and Audit Department, 1972.
5 Vol. 24: 71.
6 Vol. 24: 70.
7 Vol. 24: 71-74.
Perhaps it’s fortunate for Miss Hill that
Gavin Watt was not on the board examining her petition for compensation.
Crown Attorney Watt cross examines the
claimant:
The story doesn’t start off very well
when it states that Guy and John Johnson
were brothers. As you know, Guy was Sir
William’s nephew and John his son. With
this basic error, doubt overshadows the rest
of the story.

I haven’t heard of Margaret Hill before,
but I don’t know any of the servants’ names
in either household, so that doesn’t mean
much. However, there are other hiccups in
the account that are critical.
If Margaret came to America in
May 1776, where did she land? In
rebel-held New York City? Doubtful.
In May, Guy was still in England negotiating with the government and wouldn’t take
ship until June. When he landed in New
York City, it was during Sir William Howe’s
campaign to capture that city and environs.
It would seem unlikely that Margaret had
travelled with Guy in the invasion fleet, but
I suppose it’s possible. If she didn’t travel
with him and landed somewhere other than
New York City, then how did she become
employed by him. For this story to work, she
must have worked for Guy during his stay in
New York City until September 1778.
Diverting for a moment - in May 1776,
John Johnson was at Johnstown. He left that
month on the trek over the Adirondacks to
Canada with his friends and tenants and
was in the Montreal area until the navigation was about to close. Then he took ship
to New York City to engineer the escape of
his wife Polly from the rebels’ clutches. John
was there with Polly and his children for the
winter of 1777 and may have stayed with
Guy, or at least nearby. Other than those
few months in 1777, the two men weren’t
even near each other until 1782 - except for
a few very brief visits.
So, the rebels’ attempts to force Hill into
killing Guy would have to have happened
between Jun76 and Sep78. And, to include
John as a target would make the timing
even more difficult - say Dec76 to Apr77.
If these ‘persuasions’ occurred during that
time, how did they capture her? And, if they
could sneak into New York City to kidnap a
female servant, why not just assassinate the
two Johnsons and be done with it? Lots of
questions here.
Gavin Watt
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Elegance
U nder C anva s



L

ife on campaign is very rough,
particularly for the officer’s who are
expected to maintain high living standards
in order to preserve their health and stamina.
LtCol William Tomkinson, who equipped
himself with more than six hundred pounds
of personal baggage while on military service, explained the rationale for his equipage.
“My equipment may appear a large fit-out
for a person going on service, but experience
taught us that campaign after campaign was
not to be got through without the things I
have stated; and the more an officer makes
himself comfortable, the better will he do his
duty, as well as secure his own health, and the
comfort of those belonging to him. It does
not follow, that because we attempt the best
in every situation that we cannot face the
worst. The poorer the country the greater
must be your baggage, from the length
of time you are obliged to march without
obtaining a fresh supply.”
It goes without saying, six hundred
pounds of kit requires a lot of space, and
obviously the amount of space must increase
with rank and responsibility. Thomas
Sheraton, a well know furniture maker of
the 18th century, described a typical field
officer’s quarters when on campaign.
“A captain’s tent and marquee is generally 10 ½ feet broad, 14 feet deep, and 8 feet
high. The subalterns’ are one foot less; the
major’s and lieutenant colonel’s a foot larger.
The subalterns of foot lie two in a tent, and
those of horse but one. The tents of private
men are 6 ½ feet square and 5 feet high,
and hold five soldiers each. The tents of
horse are 7 feet broad and 9 feet deep; they
likewise hold five men and their accoutrements… The inside of the captain’s tent is
lined with cotton, and hung in draperies.
The plan of the tent is semi-circular at each
end; and where the circle commences, a

curtain is hung extending the whole width
of the tent, parting in the middle for easy
admission of company to dine. Within
the circular ends the servants wait, and are
thus parted from the company. The circular
room at the end of the tent , is the sleeping
apartment, which has a passage to it leading straight from the body of the tent, in
length about 12 feet, and 8 feet wide, having
a curtain in each side behind which they put
trunks and other articles out of the way.”

And of course the furnishings have to
be suited to the purpose. Thomas Shearer,
who also makes very fine campaign furniture, knows exactly what is required by
officers in the field.
“In encampments, persons of the highest distinction are obliged to accommodate
themselves to such temporary circumstances,
which encampments are ever subject to.
Hence every article of an absolutely necessary kind, must be made very portable, both
for package, and that such utensils should
not retard rapid movement, either after or
from the enemy. The articles of cabinet work
used in such service, are, therefore, each
of them required to be folded in the most

compact manner that can be devised; yet
this is to be done in such a way as, that when
they are opened out, they will answer their
intended purpose. And it is to be observed,
that most of the things which are of this
nature, will also suit a cabin or sea voyage…
There are therefore camp or field bedsteads,
camp chairs, desks, stools, and tables”.
Thomas Shearer is not alone in this business. Some of the best cabinetmakers and
furniture designers in the 18th century recognized the need for high-quality campaign
furniture. Thomas Chippendale, George
Hepplewhite, William Ince and Thomas
Sheraton have all put their minds to the
task of making officer’s furniture sturdy and
portable. They understand the importance
of waging war with elegant cabinetry. In
Chippendale’s catalogue, “The Gentleman
and Cabinet-Maker’s Director” (1762), he
provides six different designs for “Tent or
Field Beds.” With reference to his designs
for campaign beds Chippendale wrote,
they are “made to take off [i.e. disassemble], and the Laths are hung with Hinges,
for Convenience of folding up.” Thomas
Sheraton’s design for a Camp Bed shows
how the frame folds in, so it can be easily
packed in a wagon or slung over a mule.
So, the next time you’re feeling cramped,
cold and disgruntled, as you lay on the
ground in your tent with the four other guys
in your tent squad, keep in mind that the
comforts enjoyed by our officers are really
for our benefit and wellbeing. It ensures
that they are fit and healthy, so they can provide the leadership, on which we all depend.
For this we should be thankful!
Ephraim Putnam
Musketman, KRRNY
Source: “British Campaign Furniture: Elegance Under
Canvas 1740-1914”, Nicholas A. Brawer
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Pike’s Pike
by Dr. Gary Gibson

I

n Ju ly 1812 Zebulon Montgomery
Pike was commissioned a colonel and
ordered to command the Fifteenth Infantry
Regiment, then training at Greenbush
across the Hudson River from Albany, New
York. At that time, American infantry regiments fought in linear ranks, two men deep.
Based on his reading of military history,
Pike decided to experiment and created a
third rank behind the first two. They would
carry some unusual equipment.
Privates in the third rank were armed with
a flintlock musket with a barrel about 46 cm
(18 inches) shorter than the standard musket and, to replace the usual bayonet which
would not fit on that musket, with a sword
for use in close-quarters combat. The reduction in firepower was offset, so Pike believed,
by providing these men with a pike. These
pikes were a 3.7 metre (12 foot) long wooden
pole made from ash and tipped with a 33
cm (13- inch) iron spearhead. This type of
weapon had a long history.
Derived from a simple spear, pikes had
been in use for thousands of years, falling
in and out of favour as the importance of
cavalry on the battlefield waxed and waned.
Alexander the Great’s Macedonian phalanx
had each man armed with a six metre (20
foot) long pike called a sarissa. Pikes continued in use well into the 1600’s both as an
offensive weapon – masses of pike-armed
infantry would “push” up against each other
hoping the enemy would give way first – and
as a defence against cavalry. A cavalryman
may want to run into and over a mass of pikearmed infantry, but his horse was smarter.
With the development of the flintlock
musket, and especially the socket bayonet,
pikes fell out of favour. By the 1700’s they
had disappeared from a European battlefield. By 1800 pikes were considered to be
useless as an infantry weapon. Colonel Pike,
however, felt otherwise.
In the early spring of 1813, Pike’s regiment, with two of its six companies armed
with pikes, travelled from Plattsburgh
to Sackets Harbor. At Sackets, Pike was

the yorker courant
promoted to brigadier general, leaving the
regiment under the command of Major
William King.
Captain John Scott, commanding one
of the Fifteenth’s pike-armed companies,
was enthusiastic, hoping to meet “the 49th
British Regt. on some plain.” He believed
the additional length would be effective
when “we charge bayonet.” So far no record
has been found describing what Major
King thought of Pike’s pikes, but as the regiment was to participate in the American
raid on York barely a month later, there was
no time to consider any change in weaponry. By 23 April 1813, 450 men of the

Fifteenth Infantry were on board the corvette Madison and the schooner-gunboat
Governor Tompkins ready to sail for York.
The pike-armed men, about 150, carried
their pikes on board with them. On their
arrival at York, the men disembarked into
small boats and were rowed ashore. With
many of these men probably seasick from
the rough spring sailing, getting themselves
into those boats would have been difficult
enough, but the men who also had to carry
their pikes had a much harder time.
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Once on shore the uselessness of these
pikes in combat, and especially combat in
a wooded area, quickly became apparent.
Even after considering the lighter weight
of the short barrel musket and the absence
of a bayonet, carrying the pike and a sword
added about 5½ kg (twelve pounds) to the
soldier’s load.
Furthermore, participating in a “bayonet”
charge while carrying a long pike was not
an effective use of that weapon, even in its
European prime in the 1500’s. Also, the pike
was too long and too heavy to be thrown like
a spear. Colonel Cromwell Pearce, commanding the American Sixteenth Infantry
at York, made the understated observation
that Pike’s pikes were “found not to answer
the purposes anticipated.”
So far nothing from Pike himself has
emerged that justifies arming one-third of
his regiment with an ineffective and obsolete weapon. So long as the enemy remained
some distance away from the pike-armed
men, those weapons were totally useless.
Presumably they would then drop their
pikes and fire their muskets. Accuracy and
range, however, was not great even with the
regular musket and would be worse with the
short barreled version. Pikes would be useful in repelling a cavalry attack, but cavalry
(as opposed to dragoons or mounted infantry) was never used in combat by either side
during the War of 1812.
Unfortunately Pike was mortally
wounded during the raid. With their sponsor now dead, it is almost certain that those
pikes, or most of them, never arrived at
Niagara along with the Fifteenth Infantry
in early May. There is no record that they
were present during the attack on Fort
George at the end of that month. Many
might have been dropped quietly overboard
while sailing to Niagara or simply left at
York. There is no record that pikes were
ever used again by an American regular
army infantry regiment.
Dr. Gary Gibson of Sackets Harbor, NY,
is a vice president of an Internet service
company and a distinguished historian of the naval war of 1812 on Lake
Ontario and the St. Lawrence. He is a
trustee of the Sackets Harbor Battlef ield
Alliance and a director
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Y ou Y oun g B ucks
i n Mc D one l l ’ s C oy ,
T ake N ote

The young fella’s in McDonell’s Coy are only
in their 60’s and 70’s. They’ve got a long way
to go to catch up to this rebel unit that served in
Pennsylvania during the rebellion. Bob Bolton
of the Pennsylvania Associators wrote:
While doing some research for Philly
Associator Battalions I ran across this.
Not relating to those particular units, but
describing a unit that stepped up in defense
as Howe was moving on Philadelphia.
“...among these were some Germans of
Reading [PA] who had called themselves

the ‘Old Man’s Company’, that consists
of about 80 Germans of the age of 40 and
upwards. Many of them have been in the
military service in Germany. The person
who, at their first assembling, led them
into the field, is 96 years of age; has been
40 years in the service, and in 17 pitched
battles; and the drummer is 84. In lieu of
a cockade they wear in their hats a black
crape, as expressive of their sorrow for the
mournful events which have occasioned
them, at their late time of life, to take up
arms against their brethren, in order to
preserve that Liberty which they left their
native Contry to enjoy.”
There’s hope for us old farts after all. I
just have to brush up on my German!

O r i g i n of Y orker
C ap D es i g n

Here is a quote from a previous Yorker
Newsletter that will be of interest to those who
wonder about the origin of the Yorker cap:
“Many of you recognize that our design of
cap-hat was quite speculative and based on
two sources unrelated to Burgoyne’s and
St. Leger’s expeditions. First, was a cap-hat
worn by detachments from the Brigade of
Guards, which served in the Central and
Southern Departments. Second, was an
interpretation of a cap-hat worn by the
18th Royal Irish Regiment when they were
serving in the Illinois Country just as the

Revolution started. Many ‘experts’ have
criticized that interpretation because of the
visor or bill on the hat.
Gavin Watt

— Links —
Jon Wanamaker has been busy on the internet, and has provided a number of links
that you will find interesting:



Jim Gooding:
A ut h or , P ub l i s h er &
H i stor i an

( Jim) Gooding, the interJ ames
nationally recognized author and

publisher of works on military history,
arms and armour, passed away suddenly
on Saturday January 7, 2012 at the age
of 81. Many of you will have heard of
Jim Gooding, some will not, but regardless, all serious students of military
history owe him their respect. Through
his company, the Museum Restoration
Service, Jim published the Canadian
Journal of Arms Collecting for a 40 year
period (1962 – 2002). The Journal was
the only serious arms journal in Canada
and one of two in North America. Jim
also published the Historic Arms Series,
which covered titles such as the Military
Arms of Canada, Red Coat and Brown
Bess, The French Soldier in Colonial
America and others. In addition, Jim
published books on military drill, artillery, trade guns and other aspects of the
manufacture, use and collecting of arms
and armour.
Jim had unsurpassed expertise in
firearms ignition systems and extensive knowledge of the development of
the percussion system. He was nearing
completion of a new book on firearms
ignition at the time of his passing;
efforts are underway to have this work
completed and published.
Jim was a gentleman and a scholar.
He was generous with his knowledge
and advice. His loss will be felt.

Services of coloured Americans in the wars of 1776 and 1812:

Capt Jeff Paine
2nd Batt, KRRNY

http://www.archive.org/stream/servicesofcolore00nell#page/n3/mode/2up

Return of Ordnance Stores at Boston, July 22, 1776 (Note near the bottom of page
reference to “Fire Arms – 150 rifles):
http://lincoln.lib.niu.edu/cgi-bin/amarch/getdoc.pl?/var/lib/philologic/databases/amarch/.19715

Adventures and recollections of Colonel Landmann
(Read pages 13 and 14… It gets even worse):
http://www.archive.org/stream/adventuresrecoll01land#page/n21/mode/2up

And if you’re looking for a source for Spruce Beer, how about the Garrison Brewing Co.:

The

YORKER

S

COURANT

N·Y

News & Wisdom from Sir John’s Regt.– The King’s Royal Yorkers

e d i t o r

Sjt. Mjr. Dave Putnam
dputnam@cogeco.net

http://www.garrisonbrewing.com/specialty.html

Ron Atkins suggests if you really want to get “ticked-off ” sign the petition on this
MPP’s web site about Lyme Disease Detection & Treatment in Ontario. It is the third
petition down the page:
http://bobbaileympp.com

l a y o u t

Chritopher Armtrong
chris.armstrong@interbrand.com

